A novel truncated form of \textit{HMGA2} in tumors of the ovaries
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\begin{abstract}
Neoplasms of the ovary are the second most common tumor of the female reproductive system, and the most lethal of the gynecological malignancies. Ovarian tumors are divided into a copious number of different groups reflecting their different features. The present study analyzed 187 ovarian tumors (39 sex-cord stromal tumors, 22 borderline tumors and 126 carcinomas) for the expression of the high-mobility group AT-hook 2 (\textit{HMGA2}) gene, for mutations in the isocitrate dehydrogenase (NADP(+)) 1, cytosolic (\textit{IDH1}), isocitrate dehydrogenase (NADP(+)) 2, mitochondrial (\textit{IDH2}) and telomerase reverse transcriptase (\textit{TERT}) genes, and for methylation of the O\textsuperscript{6}-methylguanine-DNA methyltransferase (\textit{MGMT}) promoter. Reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction analysis showed that \textit{HMGA2} was expressed in 74.5\% of the samples (120/161). A truncated transcript of \textit{HMGA2} was identified in 11 cases. A novel truncated form of \textit{HMGA2} was found in 4 serous high-grade carcinomas. Only 4 tumors (4/185) showed the \textit{TERT} C228T mutation. No \textit{IDH1} or \textit{IDH2} mutations were found. Methylation of the promoter of \textit{MGMT} was found in 2 borderline tumors (2/185). \textit{HMGA2} was expressed, in its truncated and native form, in different ovarian tumors, even the less aggressive types, underscoring the general importance of this gene in ovarian tumorigenesis. Mutations involving \textit{TERT}, as well as \textit{MGMT} promoter methylation, are rare events in ovarian tumors.

\textbf{Introduction}

Tumors of the ovaries account for 30\% of all cancers of the female genital system; they are a heterogeneous group of neoplasms, divided into a number of different subgroups, depending largely on histological and cytological features (1).

The majority (90\%) of ovarian tumors are epithelial in nature. Malignant epithelial ovarian tumors are currently divided into high-grade serous, low-grade serous, endometrioid, mucinous and clear cell carcinomas (2).

Borderline tumors of the ovary are neoplasms of low malignant potential. These tumors present with cellular atypia, but are not invasive. A few of these tumors share genomic and molecular features with carcinomas (3), but it remains unclear as to whether this is a feature of only a subset or of borderline tumors in general.

Sex-cord stromal tumors account for 8\% of all ovarian tumors and are further classified based on their predominant cell content; for example, granulosa cell tumors contain \geq10\% granulosa cells. The thecoma-fibroma group of tumors is dominated by theca cells (thecoma), stromal fibroblasts (fibroma) or the two cell types in different proportions (thecomafibroma) (4).

Heterogeneity among ovarian tumors biologically and clinically represents a considerable challenge. The molecular and genetic profiles of the tumors could aid in predicting their inherent aggressiveness and could also provide keys to more specific treatments. As a contribution toward this goal, the present study analyzed 187 samples of different types of ovarian tumors, namely, granulosa cell tumors, thecofibromas, fibromas, teratomas, borderline tumors and infiltrating carcinomas of different histologies, for their expression of the high-mobility group AT-hook 2 (\textit{HMGA2}) gene, for mutations of the isocitrate dehydrogenase (NADP(+)) 1, cytosolic (\textit{IDH1}), isocitrate dehydrogenase (NADP(+)) 2, mitochondrial (\textit{IDH2}) and telomerase reverse transcriptase (\textit{TERT}) genes, and for methylation of the promoter of the O\textsuperscript{6}-methylguanine-DNA methyltransferase (\textit{MGMT}) gene.

\textbf{Materials and methods}

\textbf{Tumor material.} The material consisted of fresh frozen samples from 187 ovarian tumors surgically resected at The Norwegian Radium Hospital (Oslo, Norway) between December 1999 and January 2010. The tumors have been previously characterized for chromosomal aberrations and genomic imbalances (3,5,6). The present series consisted of 39 sex-cord stromal tumors (19 thecofibromas, 16 fibromas, 2 granulosa cell tumors and 2 teratomas), 22 borderline tumors and 126 carcinomas (56 serous high-grade carcinomas,
30 endometrioid carcinomas, 18 mucinous carcinomas, 12 clear cell carcinomas, 4 serous low-grade carcinomas, 1 undifferentiated carcinoma, and 5 mixed-type carcinomas). This study was approved by the regional ethics committee (Regional Komité For Medisinsk Forskning-Setikk Sør-Øst, Norge; http://helseforskning.etikkom.no) and written informed consent was obtained from the patients.

DNA and RNA extraction, and cDNA synthesis. DNA extraction was performed using the Maxwell 16 Extrator (Promega, Madison, WI, USA) and the Maxwell 16 Tissue DNA Purification kit (Promega) according to the manufacturer's instructions. RNA was extracted using the miRNeasy kit (Qiagen GmbH, Hilden, Germany) and QIAcube (Qiagen GmbH). The concentration and purity of the DNA and RNA were measured with the Nanovue Spectrophotometer (GE Healthcare, Pittsburgh, PA, USA). Extracted RNA (1 µg) was reverse-transcribed in a 20-µl reaction volume using the iScript Advanced cDNA Synthesis kit according to the manufacturer's instructions (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Oslo, Norway).

Molecular analyses. Molecular analyses of IDH1, IDH2, TERT and MGMT were performed according to previously described protocols (7).

HMGA2. Molecular analyses of HMGA2 were performed using a previously described protocol (7), but with minor variations. In cases 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11, the nested polymerase chain reaction (PCR) of the 3’ rapid amplification of cDNA ends (3’RACE) was performed using the Touchdown-PCR conditions described by Korbie et al (8) to increase the specificity of the PCR and improve the quality of the products. The 3’RACE results for cases 7, 8, 9 and 11 were validated through additional PCRs using primers obtained by the sequence of the 3’RACE products (Table I). More specifically, HMGA2-928-F1 and HMGA2R169 were used in case 7, HMGA2F233 and HMGA2R233 were used in case 8, HMGA2-928F and HMGA2R263 were used in case 9, and HMGA2-928F and HMGA2R175 were used in case 11 (Table II). The products of these PCRs were sequenced and analyzed by BLAT (http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgBlat).

Methylation-specific quantitative-polymerase chain reaction (MSP-qPCR). Unmethylated cytosine residues were converted to uracil by bisulfite treatment of 1.3 µg DNA using the EpiTect Bisulfite Kit (Qiagen GmbH) according to the manufacturers’ protocol. Following conversion, DNA was eluted in buffer (Qiagen GmbH) to a final concentration of 30 ng/µl. Bisulfite-treated DNA (2 µl) was amplified with a qPCR in a 20-µl reaction mixture containing 10 µl of Precision Mix (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Oslo, Norway), 0.4 µl of forward and reverse primers, and 7.2 µl of H2O. Two different mixes were used, one containing the primer sequences of MGMT for the unmethylated reaction [5’-TTTGTGTTTGATTTTGAG GTTTTTGT-3’ (forward) and 5’-AATCCCAACTCTCTC CAAAAACAAACA-3’ (reverse)] and one mixing the primers for the methylated reaction [5’-TTTGCAGCT TCCTGAGTTTTCGC-3’ (forward) and 5’-GCACCTCTTC CGAAACGAACACG-3’ (reverse)]. All qPCR analyses were performed in triplicate with the CFX96 Touch Real-Time PCR detection system (Bio-Rad Laboratories) and methylated and unmethylated standards (Epitect PCR Control DNA Set; Qiagen GmbH) were used as controls. The thermal cycling included 2 min at 90°C, followed by 40 cycles of 50 sec at 95°C, 50 sec at 60°C, 50 sec at 72°C, and 10 sec at 95°C, and a final process in which the temperature increased by 0.5°C in steps, starting from 65°C and ending at 95°C. Data were analyzed with the CFX Manager software (Bio-Rad Laboratories), and all the melting curves of the samples were referenced to the methylated and unmethylated controls (9).

Results

HMGA2. Informative results for HMGA2 expression were obtained for all 161 tumors from which RNA was available. The gene was found to be expressed in 74.5% of the samples (120/161 tumors). The frequency varied among the different tumor types and histological subgroups, with the thecofibromas showing the highest frequency (100%; 16/16 tumors), followed by the high-grade serous carcinomas (90.2%; 37/41 tumors), the fibromas (73.3%; 11/15), the borderline tumors (66.7%; 14/21 tumors), the mucinous carcinomas (61.1%; 11/18 tumors), the endometrioid carcinomas (60.0%; 18/30 tumors) and the clear cell carcinomas with only 18.2% (2/11 tumors).

The samples were run for two parallel PCRs, which amplified exons 1-3 and exons 1-5 of HMGA2, respectively. Out of the 161 samples analyzed, 109 showed expression of full-length HMGA2, whereas 41 tumors showed no HMGA2 expression. The remaining 11 tumors showed expression of a truncated HMGA2, i.e., exons 1-3 (Table II). In these cases, 3’RACE PCR was performed in search of possible fusion transcripts. In 9 cases, the HMGA2 transcript could be identified by Sanger sequencing, whereas in cases 2 and 10, sequencing was not informative. In 4 out of the 9 tumors showing a truncated form of HMGA2 (cases 1, 3, 4 and 5), an ectopic sequence was found fused with HMGA2. This sequence has been previously found in human lipomas (accession number U29117). A single tumor (case 6) displayed a truncated transcript of HMGA2 with a sequence similar to the previously reported Homo sapiens cDNA FLJ18441 (accession number AK311399). Another 4 serous high-grade tumors (cases 7, 8, 9 and 11) showed a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primer name</th>
<th>Primer sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HMGA2-928-F1</td>
<td>5’-CAAAGAGTCCCTCTAAAGC AGCTCA-3’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMGA2R169</td>
<td>5’-TGGGATGACACTTCGACTTGAA-3’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMGA2F323</td>
<td>5’-CCCTATACCTCATCCTCCA CG-3’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMGA2R323</td>
<td>5’-GGTCACACTTCCAGCA GATC-3’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMGA2R363</td>
<td>5’-CAGGCAATGGCTCTGCGATG TG-3’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMGA2R175</td>
<td>5’-TGACCACATGATTCTGGC CTCA-3’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I. Specific primers for the 3’ rapid amplification of cDNA ends product amplification.
truncated form of HGMA2 not reported previously. 3’RACE results for these cases were validated through an additional PCR using the primers obtained by the sequence of the 3’RACE products. This was informative for 3 out of 4 cases, but gave no informative result for case 9. The transcripts contained the normal mRNA sequence until exon 3, with different regions of the third intron varying in length from case to case (Fig. 1).

**TERT.** All 185 cases from which DNA was available were analyzed for mutations in the promoter region of TERT. The most frequent mutations, i.e., C228T and C250T, were focused on since they have been observed in a large number of tumors of different types (10). Only 1 borderline tumor and 3 fibromas showed the C228T mutation. All other cases showed no mutation.

**IDH1 and IDH2 mutations.** A total of 184 samples were analyzed for mutations in IDH1 and IDH2. The following mutation sites were investigated: IDH1R100, IDH1R109, and IDH1R132 of IDH1, and IDH2R140, IDH2R149 and IDH2R172 of IDH2. All analyses gave informative results. No mutations were found in these tumors. In 8 tumors, the single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) IDH1G105 was identified.

**MGMT.** The MGMT promoter methylation status of the 185 samples from which DNA was extracted was assessed using MSP-qPCR. All analyses gave informative results. Only 2 borderline tumors were found to have MGMT promoter methylation.

**Discussion**

The high-mobility group AT-hook proteins, HMGA1 and HMGA2, are non-histone proteins that are involved in a range of nuclear processes from chromatin dynamics to gene regulation. HMGA gene family expression is observed during...
embryonic development (11), while expression is largely absent in adult normal tissues (11). However, high HMGA2 expression levels have been found in a variety of benign and malignant tumors (12,13). HMGA2 is involved in a number of different processes, from cellular proliferation to epithelial-mesenchymal transition (14). Recent studies have highlighted a pivotal role for HMGA2 in tumor metastasis (15). HMGA2 expression, in its full and/or truncated length, has not been investigated extensively in ovarian tumors, although a study by Hetland et al (16) showed the expression of HGMA2 by immunohistochemistry in primary solid tumors (96%), metastases (90%) and effusions (94%) of serous carcinomas. The present results showed that HMGA2 is expressed in a number of ovarian tumors (74.5%; 120/161 tumors). High-level expression was noted throughout the entire spectrum of malignancy, i.e., from sex-cord stromal neoplasms to borderline tumors to aggressive carcinomas. The only quantitative exception was the clear cell carcinomas, among which only 18.2% showed HMGA2 expression (2/11 tumors). Whether neoplasms of this subtype really express HMGA2 more rarely is a conclusion that must await examination of more tumors.

A truncated gene was found in 11 ovarian tumors of the present cohort. HMGA2 has previously been found to be disrupted, due to rearrangement of chromosomal band 12q15, in different benign connective tissue tumors, including lipomas (17), pleomorphic salivary gland adenomas (18), uterine leiomyomas (19) and lung hamartomas (20). The alterations involve exon 3 and cause the deletion of downstream regions, resulting in a truncated transcript that is able to evade miRNA-dependent gene silencing. Another alteration involves the chromosomal rearrangement of 12q13-15 to form a fusion gene. In the present study, karyotypic information was available for 9 out of the 11 tumors with a truncated HMGA2 (Table II). The karyotype was normal in 6 cases, whereas case 3 showed a del(1)(q21) as a sole rearrangement, case 8 exhibited a karyotype described as 47-49,XX,+8,+9[2]/49,idem,+5,-6,+7[4]/54, idem,+3,+5,+6,+7,+14,+17,+19[5], and the karyotype of case 9 was interpreted as 65-68,XX,-X,+1,-2, del(3)(p13)+,+4,add(4) (p12)x2,add(5)(p15),-6,+7,add(7)(p15),-8,-9,-12,-13,-14,-15,-17, -18,der(19)add(19)(p13)add(19)(q13),+20,+21,+22,+23,add[9]. Notably, none of these cases showed a structural rearrangement involving 12q15 despite the fact that a truncated form of the HMGA2 gene was found in all of them. Possibly, this gene-level change may be due to a small deletion not visible at the chromosomal level.

The HMGA2 truncated transcripts were further characterized by 3’RACE-PCR, searching for possible fusion partners. However, it emerged that in 9 tumors (2 cases were not informative), the HMGA2 transcript was disrupted in the third exon. Notably, in 4 of them (cases 1, 3, 4 and 5), a sequence previously found in human lipomas was identified. Moreover, a novel truncated transcript was detected for HMGA2 in 4 high-grade serous carcinomas. The sequence of these transcripts contains the normal mRNA sequence until exon 3, followed by different regions of the third intron, which vary in length from case to case. It therefore appears that HMGA2 breakage leads to a truncated transcript that possesses exonic and intronic sequences. He et al (21) suggested that HMGA2 transcript shortening in serous ovarian cancer is the result of alternative polyadenylation that leads to a novel 3’UTR formation. In the present study, the finding of HMGA2 expression in different ovarian tumors, even the less aggressive types such as fibroma, thecot Fibroma and borderline tumors, highlights once more the importance of HMGA2 for the development of ovarian tumors. TERT encodes the telomerase reverse transcriptase. It is well known that the gene is involved in cancer, and numerous studies have shown that mutations in the promoter region of the gene can increase telomerase expression (22-24). The present study focused on the most frequently occurring TERT mutations, i.e., C228T and C250T. These mutations introduce a novel binding site (TTCGGG) for members of the E-twenty-six/ternary complex factor transcription factor family (10). The C228T mutation was found in 4 out of the 184 tumors analyzed, 3 of which were fibromas, whereas the fourth was a borderline tumor. The low percentage of TERT mutations found in the various ovarian tumor samples analyzed leads us to hypothesize that it is neither a primary event nor even an important step in the majority of types of ovarian tumors. Notably, TERT C228T appears to be recurrent in ovarian fibromas, but further studies of a larger cohort are necessary to more reliably evaluate the frequency of this mutation. The present study did not find any TERT mutations in the clear cell samples, however, Huang et al (25) found the mutation in 16% of tumors (9/56 tumors) of this carcinoma subtype. The discrepancy between the present data and previous data may be due to the low number of clear cell carcinomas analyzed in the present cohort (n=12).

The IDH1 and IDH2 genes encode two types of isocitrate dehydrogenase. Mutations in either of the genes can result in an enzyme that produces 2-hydroxyglutarate. This metabolite is an inhibitor of α-ketoglutarate-dependent oxygenases, which can cause genome-wide methylations that exhibit an effect on gene expression when impaired. IDH1 and/or IDH2 mutations have been found in gliomas (26) and hematological malignancies (27). SNP IDH1G105, which is an adverse prognostic factor in cytogenetically normal acute myeloid leukemia (28), was identified in 8 out of the 184 tumors analyzed in the present series. This indicates that IDH1 and IDH2 are only rarely involved in ovarian tumorigenesis.

MGMT encodes O⁶-methylguanine DNA methyltransferase, a DNA repair enzyme that removes alkyl adducts from the O⁶-position of guanine. Expression of MGMT can result in resistance to alkylating cytostatics. MGMT promoter methylation increases the sensitivity of cells to alkylating drugs, as has been shown in a number of cancer types, particularly gliomas (29). Due to the efficacy of MGMT promoter methylation status as a prognostic and predictive tumor marker, this assessment has become one of the most commonly requested analyses for gliomas (30). The present study found this gene to be altered in only 2 borderline tumors out of 184 analyzed tumors of different types, indicating that MGMT promoter methylation is not a common event in ovarian tumorigenesis. In conclusion, the present study contributes to elucidating the genetic features of the HMGA2 gene in ovarian neoplasms in that it has been found expressed in benign and malignant tumors. Furthermore, a novel truncated form of HMGA2 has been identified.
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